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ARITHMETIC STRUCTURE AND LACUNARY
FOURIER  SERIES

GEORGE BENKE1

Abstract. We prove a theorem concerning the arithmetic struc-

ture of A(p) sets. This generalizes a result of Rudin and yields a

new characterization of Sidon sets for certain Abelian groups.

Let G be a compact Abelian group with dual group Y. A subset Fez r

is called a A(p) set (2<p<cc) if for every trigonometric polynomial

f-2x akyk (yx, • • • , yn e E) an inequality \\f\\^B \\f\\2 holds, where the
constant B depends only on E and p. Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper give

estimates on the number of elements of E which can lie in a given multi-

dimensional arithmetic progression in Y. Theorem 2 is a generalization

of Rudin's result [5, Theorem 3.5]. When a set E is A(p) for all2</><oo

and the constant B may be taken as Cp112 where C depends only on E

then it is called a A set. A subset £cf is said to be a Sidon set if

every bounded function on E can be extended to be a Fourier-Stieltjes

transform. It is known that every Sidon set is a A set, but the converse is

unknown [4, p. 128]. As a corollary to Theorem 2 we find that A sets are

also Sidon sets in groups Y where each element has the same prime order.

Notation. Suppose s and TV are positive integers, 1 ̂ r< co, bx, • • • ,

bkeY have finite order, bk+x, ■ ■ ■ , bseY have infinite order and b0 e Y

has arbitrary order. Set

Ar(N, s, b) = In . b + b0
*+i '

where n-b=nxb1+- ■ -+njbs. Denote by / the Fourier transform of

fe L1(G), by (x, y) the action of the character y on xeG, and by |F|

the cardinality of a finite set F.

Theorem 1.   Let bx, • • • , bk e Y have finite orders ßx,---, ßk, and let

**+!) ' ' ' > bs e F have infinite order. Let E<=Y be a A(p) set with B a
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constant as in the definition of A(p) set. If A2(N, s,b) = A2 is as defined

above and bk+x, ■ ■ ■ , bs are independent in Y then

\At O E\ = B2e2(ßx ■ ■ ■ ßk)2/v(\ + N(Trl2)1/2)2i*-k"».

Proof.    Since translates of A(p) sets are A(p) sets with the same

constant of definition, we may take b0=0. Define

tei
gbi(x) = Z (x> nbi) for j = 1, • ■ ■ , k,

n~0

gblM =2exP(-"2/N2Kx' "&*>   for; = fc + 1, • • • , s.
neZ

It is easy to check that g,, (x)_0 for all x eG.

Let Y'=Z(ßx)®- • -©Z(Á)©ZS-*, then

g(x) = 2exp(-||/i*/A||^x,ii.*>
neV

where n* = (0, • • • , 0, nkJrX, • ■ • , ns). The map j>(n) = n-b is a homomor-

phism of F into Y. If #7=f-*(y) then

g(y)= 2 exp(—||«*//V¡|1)

when yelm^ and g(y)=0 otherwise.

We will show that

(1) g(0)^eg(y)   for all y e A2(N, s, b).

Define an equivalence relation on 770 by hx is related to h2 if hx=±h2.

Denote the quotient space by Jf and the class containing « by [«]. Let

y elm (j> be fixed and take ny e 77,,, then since Hy=ny+H0 we have

g(y)= 2 exp(-||(m* +<)/Af2)
meHo

= 2      2 exp(-||»i*/A||22 - ||</A||22 - 2m* • n*/N2)
Lm~iejir melm]

= exp(-||n*/A||22)(l + 2     2     exp(-||iM*/A||^)cosh(2m*. /i*/A2)V

Hence

g(0) = l + 2    2    exp(-||m*/A||2)
[m]eJf-[0]

¿(y) = e-Ml + 2    2     exp(-||m*/A||2)),   for ||«*||2 = A.
\ [m]eJÍ"-[0] /

Therefore (1) follows.
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Let/be the trigonometric polynomial such that/(y)=l for all ye

Ec\A2 and =0 otherwise. Let a=|Fn^42| and ô=min{g(y)\y e A2}.

Then

a = If(Y)

^ Z?(Y)ê(y)là = (l/<5)    /(x)g(x)dx
yer *'Gr

^ (1/<»)II/II gll«,

where llp+l/q—l. By the logarithmic convexity of the ||  ||0 norms and

the fact that ||g||i=g(0), we have

\\g\\a = ii?iii2-s)/8 iigii^-2,/a = g(o)(\\gy\\g\\i)2/j'.

Therefore a^U/H, (i(0)/<5)(||g||2/||g||1)2/î'. It follows from the definition

of A(p) set and the estimate (1) that ai^B\\f\\2e(\\g\\2l\\g\\x)2" and since

Il/ll2=ll/ll2=«1/2,
« Ú B2e2(\\g\\2j\\g\\x)^.

It remains to estimate HgL/llglli- Generally

llgll, _ (IcosetsHydmeHy^Pi- \\m*jN\\l)f)m

llglli ZmeH„exp(-||m*//V||^)

When bk+x, ■ • ■ , bk form an independent subset of Y it is easy to check

that H0=0. Therefore

\l/2
\s-fc\l/2;ig|l./llglli -    2 exP(-2 ll«*/JV|lî)     = «At ■ ■ ■ ÄXl + (W2)1/2TV)Sk\l

and we have the conclusion.

Remark. In certain special cases like s=2 and Y=Z, even when

Ho¿¿0 explicit computations show that ||g||2/||g|li=0(TV*/2). However, we

are unable to establish this for the general case.

Theorem 2. Let bx, ■ ■ ■ , bkeY have finite orders ßx, ■ • • , ßk and

bk+i> ' ' ' » bs e Y have infinite order. Let E<=- Y be a A(p) set B as in the

definition ofA(p) set. If 15=r< co then

\AT(N, s, b) O F| ^ B2e2(ßx ■ ■ ■ ßk)2lv0- + Nr)2ís-k)/".

Proof. Again without loss of generality we take b0=0. Consider

first the case r=l. Define gb , ■ ■ • , gbk as in the proof of Theorem 1, and

for j=k+1, • • • , s define

g6;.(x)=2exp(-||«//V||1)(x,nb3.).
neZ
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Let g(x)=TYi=igb¡(x) then ê(Y)lé(())>e for a11 YeAi and> therefore,

\AxnE\^B2e2(\\g\\2)\\g\\x)i'p. Let ny be any one element in the coset7/y;

then as before

UglÍ2= (2Í2 ^P(-W(m* + n*)IN\\i)
^cosets Hy Wff0

< (    2    exp(-2 \\n*IN\\i)( 2 exp(-||m*/N|li)
\cosets H y xmeH0

Since ||^||1=i(0)=2m6ff0 exp(-|l«*/tf|li) we have

llgL/llglli = (    2    exp(-2||/i*/A||1)

= ( 2 exp(-2 H«*/A||of «ft • • • &X1 + NY'")1'2,

and the conclusion follows for r=l. Now suppose l<r<co. The trivial

inequality 2?=*+i Kl = 2¿=*+i M' shows that ^,W *> b)<=Ax(Nr, s, b)
and the conclusion follows for the general case.

Corollary.   Suppose E^Y is a A set, then

\Ar n E\ = 2CV log((/ix • • • ßk)(l + Nry~k)

where C is the constant in the definition of A set.

Proof.   In Theorem 2 set p=2 log((A • • • ßk)(l +Nr)s-k).

Kahane [2, p. 58] has already proven this result for the case where E

is a Sidon set, and it is unknown if this condition is sufficient to make a

set Sidon. The next result shows that in certain cases it is and therefore

gives equality of Sidon and A sets (cf. M. P. Malliavin-Brameret and P.

Malliavin [3]).

Corollary. Let £ c Y and suppose that each y er has prime order ß.

Then the following are equivalent.

(i) \AX C\E\ = Ks (K depends only on E).

(ii) E is a Sidon set.

(iii) E is a A set.

Proof. We know that (ii)=>(iii)=>(i). Therefore, we show (i)=>(ii).

The following result is due to Horn [1].

Let V be a vector space over some field and £<= V. Given a natural

number K, the following two statements are equivalent.

(a) E is the union of K linearly independent sets.

(b) |7?|=Arank(7?) for all finite subsets B<^E, where rank(Ti) is defined

as the number of elements in a maximal linearly independent subset of B.

\2\l/2

\2U/2

U/2
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T is a vector space over Z(ß), and (i) implies that statement (b) of

Horn's theorem is satisfied. Thus E is the union of K linearly independent

sets and is, therefore, a Sidon set [4, p. 124].
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